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Over the past several years, 
as personal computers have 
become an increasing pres- 
ence in businesses and homes 
throughout the United States 
and the world, they have also 
become increasingly useful to 
persons committing a broad 
range of crimes. Thus, in 
investigations concerning 
activities as disparate as child 
pornography and narcotics 
trafficking, Federal law 
enforcement officials have 
encountered situations where 
subjects have used computers 
to store information about 
their crimes, and, in some 
cases, to aid in the commis- 
sion of those crimes. 

In many instances, it has 
become necessary to search 
and seize computers and 
related items in order to 
obtain evidence for use in 
criminal prosecutions. Some- 
times these searches are 
relatively straightforward, 
presenting few issues that 
cannot be  resolved within the 
normal framework of analysis 
provided by Rule 41 of the 
Federal Rules of Criminal 
Procedure. E On many other 
occasions, however, computer 
searches present investigators 
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and prosecutors with difficult 
and novel First Amendment 
and Fourth Amendment 
issues. In addition, these 
searches are in some instances 
governed by complex statu- 
tory provisions involving the 
protection of privacy and 
stored electronic communica- 
tions. 

In 1991, the Assistant U.S. 
Attorney General, Criminal 
DMsion, established the 
Computer Crime Unit (CCU) 
within the General Litigation 

and Legal Advice Section. The 
CCU is charged with, arHong 
other things, the responsibility 
to provide legal advice and 
litigation support on all 
matters involving the impact 
of computers and other 
emerging technologies on the 
investigation and prosecution 
of criminal cases. In line with 
this responsibility, the CCU 
recently published a mono- 
graph titled Searching and 
Seizing Computers: Federal 
Guidelines. This 164-page 
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treatise provides a compre- 
hensive treatment of the major 
legal issues likely to be 
encountered in connection 
with searches involving 
computers, and provides 
policy and practical guidance 
for Federal law enforcement 
officials who are involved 
with such searches. No 
treatise of this length, or of 
any length, could possibly 
address every issue that is 
pertinent to this rapidly 
evolving field of criminal law. 
However, the guidelines 
provide a solid framework for 
analysis of those issues that 
are most likely to occur in 
cases involving computers. 

This article cannot discuss 
the guidelines at great length, 
oreven summarize every 
point contained therein. It 
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will, however, discuss some of 
the key issues that arise in 
connection with searches and 
seizures involving computers. 
(See the section on For m o r e  
i n f o r m a t i o n  at the end of this 
article.) 

Need for technical expertise 
At the outset, one of the 

most important observations 
to be made with respect to the 
search and seizure of comput- 
ers is that the agents involved 
need to be trained with 
respect to the technical aspects 
of computers. Although law 
enforcement personnel face 
many different types of 
physical facilities and loca- 
tions in carrying out searches 
pursuant to Rule 41, there is 
no area comparable to com- 
puters in terms of complexity 
and pitfalls for the unwary. 
For example, in most cases, 
the actual object of the search 
will be information stored in a 
computer's permanent storage 
medium, usually a rigid metal 
device known as a hard disk. 
The information itself consists 
of digitized bits of data 
recorded magnetically on the 
disk. In order to read this 
information, the agents must 
understand the particular 
syntax of the operating system 
used by the computer, and the 
syntax of the commands 
associated with the program 
used to create, store or re- 
trieve the evidentiary data. 

Even beyond the intricacies 
of knowing how to read the 
data stored in the computer, 
agents conducting a search 
may be confronted with 
additional problems when 
computer-literate targets 
attempt to frustrate the proper 
execution of the warrant. For 
example, an ingenious corn- 

purer owner might have 
installed hidden commands 
that could delete important 
data if certain start-up proce- 
dures are not followed. If 
they suspect such a booby 
trap, experts will take special 
precautions before carrying 
out the search, such as starting 
(booting) the computer from a 
clean floppy diskette, rather 
than from the operating 
software installed on the hard 
disk. The experts also may 
have to overcome other 
obstacles such as encryption, 
passwords, and files or 
directories that are "hidden" 
so that their names do not 
normally show up on the 
computer's monitor. 

Thus, there are technical 
problems inherent in com- 
puter searches that are unlike 
the problems faced in any 
other type of search. And, 
beyond those problems, such 
searches have the potential of 
raising particularly complex 
legal issues. Because com- 
puter searches often are 
directed at information stored 
in computers, rather than at 
the computers themselves, the 
searches are likely to involve 
issues arising from the nature 
of the information. For 
example, some data in a 
seized computer may consti- 
tute speech protected under 
the First Amendment or under 
a specific statutory provision, 
such as the Privacy Protection 
Act, which is discussed later 
in this article. 

With that introduction, this 
article will address just a few 
of the many legal and practi- 
cal issues that confront those 
who carry out searches 
involving computers and 
related equipment. 
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Scope and location of search 
The first point to emphasize 

is that a computer system is 
really a combination of 
connected components (often 
connected by wire, but 
increasingly by wireless 
means). To say that the 
government has probable 
cause to seize a "computer" 
does not necessarily mean it 
has probable cause to seize the 
entire computer system (i.e., 
the computer and all con- 
nected peripheral devices). 
Each component in a com- 
puter system should be 
considered independently. 
Thus, for example, a particular 
computer that is the target of a 
search may be connected to 
other devices, such as a 
printer and, in some cases, 
other computers on a local or 
wider network. However, it is 
not appropriate to seize those 
other devices merely because 
they are connected to the 
targeted computer; if they are 
to be seized, it should only be 
upon probable cause that is 
separately and specifically 
articulated as to each item. 

Moreover, apart from the 
legal reasons to limit seizures 
of hardware, there are practi- 
cal reasons making it advis- 
able to seize the minimum 
amount of equipment that is 
necessary to accomplish the 
object of the search. One 
important reason is that 
investigative agencies do not 
have the personnel or the 
storage space required to seize 
and retain custody of large 
amounts of computer hard- 
ware. Another factor weigh- 
ing against wholesale seizures 
is that, using the latest ana- 
lytic techniques and appropri- 
ate equipment, well-trained 
agents now are able to con- 

duct many searches on-site, 
rather than having to remove 
the computers and storage 
media to the laboratory. 
Technically proficient agents 
can copy the pertinent data 
from a computer's hard disk 
using specialized software 
that enables them to overcome 
obstacles such as hidden files 
and directories. 

In making the decision 
whether to conduct a com- 
puter search on-site or in 
agency facilities, it is neces- 
sary to consider many factors, 
such as the volume of the 
evidence, the scope of the 
warrant, and the special 
problems that may arise when 
attempting to search comput- 
ers. Courts have recognized 
that where a warrant justifi- 
ably authorizes a broad search 
through large volumes of 
material, it is appropriate for 
agents to remove the material 
to an off-site location for 
examination. Also, when the 
seized materials are located in 
a home rather than an office, 
the greater intrusiveness of 
having agents in a home is a 
factor that can weigh in favor 
of removing the materials for 
detailed searching elsewhere. 

There also may be technical 
concerns that make it advis- 
able and appropriate to 
remove computer equipment 
for an off-site search. For 
example, savvy computer 
users may know how to trip- 
wire their computers with 
"hot keys" or other self- 
destruct programs that could 
erase vital evidence if the 
system were examined by 
anyone other than an expert. 
Or a person could write a very 
short program that would 
cause the computer to de- 
mand a password periodically 

and, if the correct password is 
not entered within 10 seconds, 
the program would destroy 
data automatically. If the 
searching agents suspect such 
a possibility, it probably 
would be advisable to remove 
the computer to an agency 
facility for careful analysis 
before the agents attempt to 
gain access to the data stored 
in the computer. In other 
cases, data on the computer 
may be encrypted, and agents 
may need to engage in 
lengthy decryption proce- 
dures that are not practical to 
be carried out on-site. 

Commingled information 
Another important issue in 

the developing field of 
computer searches is the 
extent to which the presence 
of privileged or protected 
material in a computer system 
can have an impact on the 
government's ability to 
conduct a search. This issue 
can arise in various contexts, 
but it is particularly likely to 
arise in connection with an 
electronic bulletin board 
system (BBS). A BBS is 
essentially a computer system 
set up to permit individuals 
using their computers and 
modems to communicate over 
telephone lines, and to post 
and read messages, much like 
traditional bulletin boards. In 
addition, a BBS may permit 
users to communicate via 
private electronic mail, to 
engage in real-time "chat 
sessions," to upload and 
download files, and to share 
information on topics of 
common interest, ranging 
from politics to photography 
to any other topic. 

Some BBSs, often known as 
"pirate bulletin boards," are 



The warrant  shall be se~ 'ed in the daytime,  
unless the issuing authori ty,  by appropr ia te  
provision in the warrant ,  and  for rea~mable 
cau.~ shown,  author izes  its execution at 
times other than daytime.  It shall designate a 
federal magistrate  iudge to whom it shall be 
returned. 

(2) Warrant  upon  oral testimony. 
(A) General  rule. If the circumstances 

make it rea~mable  to dispen-~, in whole or 
in part, with a wri t ten affidavit,  a Federal 
magistrate judge may issue a war ran t  ba.,:,.~ 
upon sworn tes t imony communica ted  by 
telephone or o ther  appropr ia te  mean_,; in- 
cluding facsimile transmission. 

(B) Application.  The person who  is re- 
questing the ,..,'arrant shall prepare  a docu- 
ment to be "knoe,,n as a duplicate original 
',','arrant and shall  read such duplicate origi- 
nal warrant ,  verbat im, to the Federal magis- 
trate judge. The Federal magis t ra te  judge 
shall enter, verbat im, what  is .,<~ read to such 
magistrate judge on a document  to be 
known as the original  warrant .  The Federal 
magLstrate judge may direct that the warrant  
be modified. 

(C) Issuance. If the Federal magistrate  
judge is satisfied that the circumstances are 
such as to make it reasonable to d i s p e n ~  
v,,ith a written affidavit  and that g rounds  for 
the application exist or that there is probable 
cau.~ to believe that  the,,, exist, the Federal 
magistrate judge shall order  the issuance of a 
,.','arrant by directing the person requesting 
the warrant  to s ign the Federal magistrate  
judge 's  name on the dupl icate  original war- 
rant. The Federal magistrate judge shall im- 
mediately sign the original war ran t  and en- 
ter on the face of the original .,,.'arrant the ex- 
act time when the warrant  ,.,.'as ordered to be 
issued. The f inding of probable cause for a 
,.',,arrant upon oral  testimony may be based 
on the same kind of evidence as is sufficient 
for a ,..*,arrant u p o n  affidavit. 

(D) Recording and  certification of tes- 
timony. When a caller informs the Federal 
magistrate judge that the purpose  of the call 
is to request a war ran t ,  the Federal magis- 
trate judge shall immedia te ly  place unde r  
oath each person vvh,.~,_, test imony forms a 
basis of the applicat ion and  each person ap- 

plying for that warrant. I f  a voice recording 
device is available, the Federal magistrate 
judge shall record by means of such device 
all of the call after the caller informs the Fed- 
eral magistrate iudge that the purlm~.~ of the 
call is to requt~t a warrant. Other,.vi.~ a 
stenographic or longhand verbatim record 
shall be made. I f  a voice recording de','ice is 
u,,.a_'d or a stenographic record made, the FtM- 
eral magistrate judge shall have the record 
trarL,.;cribL&l, shah certi~, the accuracy of the 
transcription, and shah file a cop)' of the 
original record and the tran,scription with 
the court. I f  a longhand ','erbatim record is 
made, the Federal magistrate iudge shah file 
a signed cop}' with the court. 

from v,,h(~e premi.,.a..'s the proper ty  ,..,'as taken 
and  to the applicant  for the ,..,'arrant. 

' (e) Motion for return of property .  A 
p pe r~m aggr ieved by an unlawful  .~arch and  
] .~izure or by the deprivat ion of proper ty  
, may move  the district court for the district in 

which the property ,..,'as ~ i z l ~  for the return 
I of the proper ty  on the g round  that such per- 
I son is c, ntitled to lav.'ful pos.,.u._.'ssion of the 
i property. The court shall receive evidence on 

an)' issue of fact necessary to the decision of 
the motion. If the motion' is  granted,  the 

I proper ty  shall be returned to the movant ,  al- 
though  reasonable condit ions may be im- 
po:,~-,d to protect access and  use of the prop-  

I erly in sub.,.a_'quent procc'edings. If a motion 
(E) Contents.  The contents of a war- ~ for return of proper ty  is made or comes on 

rant upon oral tt.'stimony shall be the same as i for hear ing in the district of trial after an in- 
the contents of a war ran t  upon affidavit. 

(F) Addit ional  rule for execution. The 
per~m who executes the warrant  shall enter 
the exact time of execution on the face of the 
duplicate original ,.,.'arrant. 

(G) Motion to suppress  precluded.  Ab- 
~ n t  a f inding of bad faith, e', 'idence obtained 
pursuant  to a ,.,.'arrant issut~l under  this 
pa ragraph  is not subject to a motion to sup- 
press on the g round  that the circumstances 
were not such as to make  it rea~mable  to 
dispen-,~e with a wri t ten affidavit. 

(d) Execution and  return with inven- 
tou,. The officer taking proper ty  under  the 
warrant  shall gi','e to the person from whom 
or from ,..,,hose premises the proper ty  was  
taken a copy of the war ran t  and a receipt for 
the proper ty  taken or shall lea','e the copy 
and receipt at the place from which the prop-  
erty ,..,,as taken. The return shall be made  
prompt ly  and shall be accompanied by a 
writ ten im.,entor), of an,,, p roper ty  taken. The 
inventory shall be made  in the prc.~nce of 
the applicant  for the war ran t  and the pe r~m 
from ,..,'hose p o s ~ s i o n  or premi.,a.~ the 
proper ty  was  taken, if they are present, or in 
the pn.~ence of at least one credible person 
other than the appl icant  for the warrant  or 
the p e r ~ n  from v . , h t~  pos~ss ion  or pre- 
m i s ~  the proper ty  was  taken, and shall be 
verified by the officer. The federal magistrate 
judge shall upon  request deliver a copy of 
the inventor), to the person from whom or 

dictment or information is filed, it shall be 
treated also as a motion to suppress  unde r  
Rule 12. 

(f) Motion to suppress.  A motion to 
suppres 's  evidence may  be made  in the court  
of the district of trial as provided in Rule 12. 

(g) Return of papers  to clerk• The fed- 
eral magis t ra te  judge before whom the war-  
rant is re turned shall attach to the war ran t  a 
copy of the return, inventory and all other  
papers  in connection there.,.,'ith and  shall file 
them with the clerk of the district court  for 
the district in which the proper ty  was  .~ized. 

(h) Scope and definition. This rule 
dtK~ nut modify an), act, inconsistent with it, 
rt~gulating .~a rch, .~izure and the issuance 
and  execution of .~arch warran ts  in circum- 
stances fur .,.,'hich sp,.~cial pro', 'ision is made.  
The term "p rope r ty"  is u.~d in this rule to 
include documents ,  btx~ks, papers  and  any  
other tangible objects. The term "daytime" is 
u~-d in this rule to mean the hours  from 6:00 
a.m. to 10:OD p.m. according to local time. 
The phra .~  "federal  law enforcement officer" 
is used in this rule to mean an)'  government  
agent,  other  than an at torney for the govern-  
ment  as defined in Rule 54(c), who  is en- 
gaged  in the enforcement  of the criminal 
laws and  is within any  category of officers 
author ized by the Attorney General  to r~_~ 
quest the issuance of a ,~arch ,.,,.,','arrant. 
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or less and, therefore, may be 
obtained only pursuant to a 
warrant under Rule 41. 
Whenever preparing a war- 
rant to search a computer, 
investigators should specifi- 
cally indicate whether there is 
electronic mail on the target 
computer. If the agents intend 
to read those electronic 
communications, the warrant 
should identify whose mail is 
to be read, and establish that 
those electronic communica- 
tions are subject to search 
under Rule 41(b). 

Other issues 
There are, of course, many 

other legal and technical 
issues of importance in the 
area of computer searches. 
One legal issue is whether 
network system administra- 
tors can give effective consent 
for a search of the files of 
users on the network, or 
provide copies of those files to 
law enforcement officials. A 
technical issue is whether in 
some cases it may be neces- 
sary to search unlikely places 
for data. For example, laser 
printers, computer monitors, 
and certain other types of 
devices may retain data that 
should be searched under 
some circumstances. A joint 
legal/technical issue arises 
when information is sought in 
a networked environment 
since it may not be clear, 
based on the technical con- 
figuration of the network, 
where the information sought 
is physically located. Thus, 
although an informant has 
seen information on a com- 
puter terminal in one location, 
it may turn out the file server 
actually containing that 
information was physically 
located in another building, or 

in another Federal district, 
another state, or even another 
country. 

Conclusion 
The brief discussion of 

computer searches in this 
article should serve to illus- 
trate the wide range of novel 
and challenging issues faced 
by law enforcement personnel 
who seek to gather evidence 
for criminal prosecutions 
through searches and seizures 
invoMng computers and 
related equipment. It is 
because of the complexities of 
the legal and practical prob- 
lems in this area that the U.S. 
Department of Justice issued 
its guidelines for such 
searches and seizures. Any 
prosecutor or investigative 
agent who plans to conduct 
such a search for the first time 
would be well advised to 
consult those guidelines, and 
should feel free to contact the 
Computer Crime Unit's 
attorneys, before beginning to 
draft the affidavit and the 
warrant. 

For more  information 
For further information, 

Federal, state, and local law 
enforcement officials can 
obtain copies of the complete 
document, Searching and 
Seizing Computers: Federal 
Guidelines, by contacting the 
CCU, U.S. Department of 
Justice, at (202) 514-1026. 
Other persons can request a 
copy of the guidelines from 
the Freedom of Information 
Act Office, Criminal Division, 
U.S. Department of Justice, at 
(202) 616-0207. 

Endno te  
i USCS Fed Rulc~ Crim I'roc R 41 (1995) 
Rule 41. Search and .~izure 

(a) Authori ty  to issue warrant .  Upon 
the request of a federal law enforcement of- 
ficer or an at torney for the government ,  a 
~,arch warrant  authorizc~| by this rule may  
be issued (1) by a federal magistrate  judge, 
or a state court of record within the federal 
district, for a ~ a r c h  of proper ty  or for a 
person v,'ithin the district and  (2) by a fed- 
eral magistrate judge for a .~arch of prop-  
erty or fur a person either within or outs ide 
the district if the property or  person is 
within the district when the ",','arrant is 
sought but might move outs ide the district 
before the warrant  is executed. 

(b) IZ'roperty or persons v,'hich may 
be .~ized with a ,,,,'arrant. A warrant  may  be 
issued under  this rule to ~ a r c h  for and 
.~ize an), (1) property that com.;titutes evi- 
dence of the commission of a criminal of_ 
fen~;  or (2) contraband,  the fruits of crime, 
or things otherv,,i~ criminally pos.,K,s.,.~,d; 
or (3) proper ty  designed or intended for 
u.~ or v,'hich k'.; or  has bc~en u~Kt as the 
means of commit t ing a criminal offen~;  or 
(4) person for ,,vhu.~ arres't there is prob- 
able cau.~, or who is unlawful ly  restrained. 

(c) Issuance and contents.  
(1) Warrant  u o m  affidavit.  A ,,,.,ar- 

rant other than a ',','arrant upon  oral testi- 
mony  under  pa ragraph  (2) of this subdivi-  
sion shall issue only on an affidavit or affi- 
davits sworn  to before the federal magis- 
Irate judge or state judge and  establishing 
the g rounds  for issuing the warrant .  If the 
federal magistrate judge or state judge is 
satisfic~t that g rounds  for the application 
exist or that there is probable cau.~ to be- 
lieve that the), exist, that magistrate  judge 
or state judge shall issue a war ran t  identify- 
ing the properly or person to be .~ized and  
naming or de~f ib ing  the person or place to 
be searched. The finding of probable cau.~ 
may be ba~*d upon h e a r t y  evidence in 
whole or in part. Before ruling on a reque's't 
for a warrant  the federal magistrate  judge 
or state judge may require the affiant to ap-  
pear  personally and  may examine unde r  
oath the affiant and any  , , v i tnes~  the 
affiant may produce,  provided that such 
proct.~eding shall be taken d o w n  by a court  
reporter  or recording equipment  and made  
part  of the affidavit. The '.','arrant shall be 
directed to a civil officer of the United 
States authorized to enforce or assist in en- 
forcing any lay,, thert_~ff or to a person so 
authorized by the President of the United 
States. It shall command  the officer to 
~ a r c h ,  within a specified period of time not 
to exceed 10 days,  the person or place 
named for the properD, or person specified. 

This report was written by Alex 
White atut Scott Charney of the U.S. 
Department of Justice Computer 
Crime Unit. Points of view or 
opinions are those of the author and 
do not necessarily represent those of 
SEARCH or the SEARCH Member- 
ship Group. 
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maintained for illegal pur- 
poses, such as distributing 
illegally copied software, 
stolen credit card numbers or 
obscene materials. The 
distribution of such illegal 
material is not protected by 
the First Amendment 's  
guarantee of freedom of 
speech. Many BBSs are of a 
hybrid nature, however, 
containing both illegal and 
legal material. To complicate 
matters further, the legitimate 
material on the BBS (or on the 
computer that runs the BBS) 
may be statutorily protected. 
For example, some private 
electronic mail may be cov- 
ered under the Stored Wire 
and Electronic Communica- 
tions provisions at 18 U.S.C. § 
2701, et seq. (discussed later in 
this article), and some mate- 
rial may be protected from 
search and seizure by the 
Privacy Protection Act, a 
complex statute at 42 U.S.C. § 
2000aa that was enacted in 
response to a Supreme Court 
decision that upheld a search 
of a newspaper's offices for 
evidence against third parties. 
This statute, among other 
provisions, makes it unlawful, 
unless an exception applies, 
for government personnel to 
"search for or seize any work 
product materials possessed 
by a person reasonably 
believed to have a purpose to 
disseminate to the public a 
newspaper, book, broadcast, 
or other similar form of public 
communication .... " The 
statutory exceptions permit 
the seizure of contraband or 
the fruits or instrumentalities 
of a crime and permit the 
seizing of "work product" 
when life and limb are at 
stake, or when the material is 
evidence of a crime probably 

committed by the person who 
possesses them. Even these 
exceptions have exceptions, 
however. 

The main point to be 
emphasized here is that there 
are difficult and complex legal 
issues to be addressed when- 
ever the government contem- 
plates searching a BBS or 
computer that may contain 
material intended for publica- 
tion. Even though there may 
be protected material on a 
computer, it may be necessary 
for the searching agents to 
seize the entire computer and 
search through all of the data 
stored in it in order to deter- 
mine which materials are 
protected and which are not. 
The courts have yet to delin- 
eate exactly how some of 
these issues involving com- 
mingling of information will 
be resolved. 

Stored electronic 
communications 

Another statutory provi- 
sion that, like the Privacy 
Protection Act, protects 
certain computerized data is 
the statute governing stored 
electronic communications, 
found at 18 U.S.C. § 2701, et 
seq. Although this provision 
is quite complex, and will not 
be discussed fully here, it is 
necessary for those conduct- 
ing searches involving stored 
electronic mail to be generally 
familiar with the statutory 
requirements, so they can seek 
detailed guidance before 
embarking on the search. 

Essentially, anyone who 
provides an electronic com- 
munication service or remote 
computing services to the 
public is prohibited from 
voluntarily disclosing the 
contents of the electronic 

communications it stores or 
maintains on the service. : 
There are several exceptions 
to this rule, including a 
provision allowing disclost, re 
of the contents of a communi- 
cation with the consent of the 
originator or addressee of the 
communication, and a provi- 
sion allowing disclosure to a 
law enforcement agency of 
contents that were inadvert- 
ently obtained and appear to 
pertain to the commission of a 
crime. 

For the government to 
obtain access to a stored 
electronic communication 
from an electronic communi- 
cation service provider, it 
must follow the dictates of 18 
U.S.C. § 2703, which sets out 
different rules depending 
upon how long the particular 
communication has been in 
electronic storage in an 
electronic communications 
system. If the communication 
has been in storage with an 
electronic communication 
service provider for 180 days 
or less, the government can 
require the service provider to 
disclose it only upon the 
authority of a search warrant 
issued under Rule 41. For 
communications stored for 
more than 180 days, or held 
by a remote computing 
service, the Government can 
require disclosure pursuant to 
various types of process, 
depending on whether or not  
notice is to be supplied to the 
person whose communica- 
tions are being obtained. 

In most cases, because of 
the nature of electronic mail, 
electronic communications 
sought by the government 
will be in storage with an 
electronic communication 
service provider for 180 days 




